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Mobile World (MWG) [BUY +85.7%]  Update Report   

Strong earnings growth to resume post-2020 

• We reiterate BUY as we believe MWG’s strong business execution will lead to elevated earnings 

growth post-2020 — especially now that the risk of disruptions from COVID-19 has subsided in 

Vietnam — despite a potential softening in domestic consumer spending growth.  

• BHX’s (minimart) positive GPM trend further reinforces our conviction. We maintain our 

expectation that BHX will reach net profitability in 2021. 

• We lift our target price (TP) by 31% due to our removal of a 30% valuation discount that we applied 

during the period of COVID-19’s escalation in Vietnam as well as rolling over our TP to mid-2021. 

Our TP is partly curbed by an increase in our cost of capital for non-minimart businesses.  

• We keep our aggregate 2020F-2022F NPAT almost unchanged as we nudge up our combined 

revenue forecast for TGDD (mobile phone) and DMX (consumer electronics) — offset by higher 

SG&A.   

• Our elevated 2021F-2022F earnings growth is driven by a recovery in TGDD and DMX off a low 

2020F base along with continued profitability improvements at BHX. Per our projections, BHX will 

contribute 15%/26% to total 2022F-2023F NPAT.  

• Potential upside: successful implementation of BHX Online and overseas expansion.   

• Downside risks to our positive view: slower-than-expected store roll-out and profitability progress 

for BHX; weaker-than-expected consumer spending on smartphones and electronics. 

We expect continual GPM improvements and a more concentrated store expansion will 

bolster BHX to achieve net profitability in 2021. Per management, backed by new trade terms 

starting April 2020, BHX’s GPM has stepped up to 24%-25% currently vs more than 21% in March. 

BHX’s widening scale and its potential further roll-out of private labels should continue to buoy GPM 

going forward. Meanwhile, BHX plans to penetrate to only one to two more provinces from now until 

YE2021 to optimize its logistics costs and sales/store so that it can reach net profitability by YE2021. 

Accordingly, we cut our YE2020F/YE2021F store counts for BHX from 2,000/3,000 previously to 

1,900/2,500, but raise our 2021F average monthly sales/store from USD60,000 to USD67,000.   

MWG’s strategic directions for the next three to five years present potential long-term upside. 

These strategic directions include making BHX the No. 1 online grocery retailer in Vietnam, regional 

expansion for the mobile phone and consumer electronics businesses, launching a “super app”, and 

implementing contract farming models for vegetables. That said, we think these plans are not without 

challenges. For example, online grocery retailing faces the problem of small ticket sizes that raise 

delivery costs; MWG is looking to address this issue by building various small distribution centers 

(DCs) around HCMC (BHX Online’s current focus city). Meanwhile, regional expansion requires local 

knowledge; competition could be stiffer than it is Cambodia — where MWG has seen early positive 

results and is about to accelerate its store roll-out — in addition to potential regulations that could 

disadvantage foreign retailers.          

        

 

Industry:  Retailing   2019 2020F 2021F 2022F 

Report Date: June 10, 2020  Rev Growth 18.1% 6.9% 24.9% 16.2% 

Current Price: VND89,400  EPS Growth 29.6% -5.9% 37.8% 29.2% 

Current Target Price: VND164,500  GPM 19.1% 21.3% 21.9% 22.6% 

Last Target Price: VND125,800  NPM 3.8% 3.4% 3.8% 4.3% 

Upside to TP: +84.0%  EV/EBITDA 7.0x 6.4x 5.0x 4.1x 

Dividend Yield: 1.7%  P/Op CF NM 6.2x 6.1x 5.8x 

TSR: +85.7%  P/E 10.3x 11.0x 8.0x 6.2x 

         

Market Cap:  USD1.7bn   MWG VNI   Company Overview 

MWG owns the leading mobile phone and consumer 

electronics chains in Vietnam with YE2019 market shares 

of 48% and 38%, respectively. To sustain strong long-

term growth, MWG is rolling out the Bach Hoa Xanh 

minimart chain. 

Foreign Room:  USD0  P/E (ttm)  10.2x 14.9x   

ADTV30D:  USD4.7mn  P/B (curr) 3.0x 2.0x   

State Ownership:  0%  Net D/E 38.8% N/A   

Outstanding Shares: 452.9mn  ROE 32.3% 13.6%   

Fully Diluted Shares:  452.9mn  ROA  11.2% 2.4%   

3-yr PEG 0.5   
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HOLD 
4M 2020: April earnings slump due to COVID-19’s disruptions 

Figure 1: MWG’s 4M 2020 results  

VND bn  4M 2019  4M 2020  YoY  
# store as of 

April 2020  
Revenue  34,122  37,187  9%     
TGDD  11,601  10,189  -12%  1,003  
DMX  20,200  20,825  3%  1,031  
BHX  2,320  6,173  166%  1,234  
NPAT  1,424  1,341  -6%    
Online sales  6,010  3,293  -45%     

Source: MWG, VCSC  

4M 2020 results imply revenue of VND7.8tn (USD338mn; -14% YoY) and NPAT of VND209bn 

(USD9mn; -45% YoY) in April 2020. April’s results were primarily hurt by social distancing 

measures that forced more than 600 TGDD/DMX stores to close in the first half of the month and 

more than 300 TGDD/DMX stores to close in the third week of the month.  

DMX: Revenue edged up 3% YoY in 4M 2020, which was mostly driven by full contributions 

from new stores opened in 2019 (store count of 1,031 as of April 2020 vs 1,018 as of YE2019 

and 791 as of April 2019). Among DMX’s key product categories, in 4M 2020, revenue from 

consumer electronics (e.g., TVs and audio systems) and home appliances maintained YoY growth 

while air conditioners fell YoY as the hot season came late in April this year. Per MWG, its air 

conditioner sales soared by high double digits YoY in May 2020.   

TGDD: In addition to temporary store shutdowns, a continued conversion of high-performing 

TGDD stores to mini-DMX stores undermined revenue. As of April 2020, TGDD operated 1,003 

stores (including 13 Super Cheap Phones/DTSR stores — MWG’s low-price format) vs 1,013 as of 

YE2019 and 1,021 as of April 2019. Per MWG, TGDD’s revenue continued to drop YoY in May 

2020.  

Online sales accelerated MoM in April as consumers ramped up online shopping amid 

COVID-19. In April alone, MWG’s online sales accounted for more than 20% of TGDD and DMX’s 

revenue vs ~11% for the whole 4M 2020.   

BHX: Sales/store normalized as effects from consumers stocking up subsided. Per our 

estimate, BHX’s average sales/store tapered down to VND1.4bn (USD61,000) in April 2020 vs 

VND1.7bn (USD74,000) in March 2020 — when consumers stocking up on essential goods peaked. 

For 4M 2020, we estimate BHX’s average sales/store/month reached nearly VND1.4bn 

(USD61,000) — up 9% YoY. Meanwhile, BHX added 226 new stores in 4M 2020 (store count of 

1,234 as of April 2020 vs 512 as of April 2019). As of April 2020, BHX has 219 large stores (vs 191 

as of YE2019 and 63 as of April 2019) and 770 stores outside of HCMC (vs 575 as of YE2019 and 

141 as of April 2019), which are equivalent to 18% and 62% of its total store count, respectively.   
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2020F: An abnormally tough year  

Figure 2: VCSC's 2020 forecasts 

VND bn 2019  
2020F 

(old)  

2020F 

(new) 
YoY VCSC comments on 2020F 

Revenue 102,174 106,450 109,271 7%   

TGDD(1)  33,207 28,585 26,414 -20% 

Due to a projected double-digit decline in same-store sales and 

continued conversions of high-performing TGDD stores into mini-DMX 

stores. We project TGDD’s store count — including the low-price format 

DTSR — will fall to 832 as of YE2020 from 1,013 as of YE2019.  

Our revenue forecast decreases as we incorporate MWG’s stronger-

than-expected store conversion plan.   

DMX  58,197 51,963 57,798 -1% 

We forecast a double-digit decline in same-store sales, which is 

cushioned by contributions from new stores. Per our projection, DMX’s 

store count will advance from 1,018 as of YE2019 to 1,350 as of 

YE2020. Our projected store count increase includes ~200 stores 

converted from TGDD and nearly 50 stores to be opened in Cambodia.  

BHX  10,770 25,902 25,059 133% 

Primarily lifted by projected ~900 new stores (vs 1,000 previously) to 

reach a total store count of 1,900 by YE2020, SSSG of 15% and a full-

year contribution from stores opened in 2019. 

Online sales 12,682 10,146 10,146 -20% 

To sink off a high base as MWG only started to implement the new 

pricing policy (i.e., aligned offline/online pricing now vs lower online 

pricing previously) in May 2019. Weaker consumer demand will also 

curb online sales, in our view.  

Gross profit 19,488 22,471 23,316 20%  

Selling expenses -12,437 -15,732 -16,171 30%  

G&A -2,074 -1,964 -2,176 5%  

EBIT 4,977 4,774 4,969 0%  

PBT 5,053 4,756 4,898 -3%  

NPAT-MI 3,834 3,628 3,690 -4% 

We increase our 2020 net loss estimate for BHX from VND877bn 

(USD38mn) to VND1.13tn (USD48mn) — compared to an estimated 

net loss of VND1.07tn (USD46mn) in 2019 — as operating expenses 

are tracking ahead of our previous expectations, which is partly due to 

BHX’s upfront investments in its DCs.  

EPS (VND) 8,657 8,010 8,147 -6% 2020 EPS will be diluted by a 2.4% ESOP issuance in January 2020. 
        

GPM  19.1% 21.1% 21.3%  

We project BHX’s GPM to widen by four ppts in 2020 to 23.0% on the 

back of its ballooning scale, more effective procurement, initiatives to 

reduce the spoilage rate for fresh produce, and roll-out of private labels. 

We also assume the combined GPM of TGDD and DMX will step up by 

1.7 ppts to 20.8% in 2020 thanks to scale and an improved product mix 

(e.g., a bigger contribution from high-margin home appliances and 

kitchenware products). 

Selling 

exp/revenue % 
12.2% 14.8% 14.8%  

BHX is estimated to have higher selling expenses as a percentage of 

sales vs TGDD and DMX. 

Higher projected selling expenses/sales % for TGDD and DMX due to 

a projected decline in sales/store. 

G&A/revenue %  2.0% 1.8% 2.0%   

EBIT margin  4.9% 4.5% 4.5%   

NPAT-MI margin 3.8% 3.4% 3.4%   

Effective tax rate  24.1% 23.7% 24.6%  Losses from BHX are not tax-deductible and will be carried forward. 

Source: MWG, VCSC; (1) including DTSR stores  
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2021F: Earnings to surge off a low base 

Figure 3: VCSC's 2021 forecasts 

VND bn 2020F 2021F YoY VCSC comments on 2021F 

Revenue 109,271 136,455 25%   

TGDD(1)  26,414 20,486 -22% 

Primarily due to conversions of stores into the mini-DMX format, 

including the full effects from those done in 2020F.  

We assume MWG will convert another 50 TGDD stores in 2021.  

DMX  57,798 74,830 29% 

We project high single-digit SSSG for DMX in 2021 off a low 2020 

base. In addition, we expect TV sales to benefit from the potential 

resumption of major sports events such as the UEFA European 

Football Championship and Tokyo Olympics in 2021. 

We assume DMX’s store count — including those in Cambodia — will 

climb to 1,440 as of YE2021 vs 1,350 as of YE2020.  

BHX  25,059 41,139 64% 

Underpinned by a projected 600 new stores to reach a total store count 

of ~2,500 by YE2021, SSSG of 15% and a full-year contribution from 

stores opened in 2020. 

Online sales 10,146 12,175 20% 
To recover off a low 2020 base as well as thanks to the increasing 

adoption of online shopping in Vietnam. 

Gross profit 23,316 29,928 28%  

Selling expenses -16,171 -20,730 28%  

G&A -2,176 -2,716 25%  

EBIT 4,969 6,481 30%  

PBT 4,898 6,549 34%  

NPAT-MI 3,690 5,238 42% 

Per our estimate, BHX will turn profitable in 2021F with NPAT of 

VND7bn (USD0.3mn) vs a net loss of VND1.13tn (USD48mn) in 2020F 

— backed by increased sales/store, GPM expansion and operating 

leverage.  

EPS (VND) 8,147 11,229 38% 
2021 EPS will be diluted by a 3% ESOP issuance projected to be 

executed around YE2020. 
       

GPM  21.3% 21.9%  

We project BHX’s GPM to widen by 2.5 ppts in 2021 to 25.5% on the 

back of its ballooning scale and improved product mix — including a 

larger contribution from private labels. 

We project the combined GPM of TGDD and DMX will edge down by 

0.4 ppt to 20.4% in 2021 as we assume MWG will carry out more 

promotions to stimulate consumer demand post-COVID-19.  

Selling 

exp/revenue % 
14.8% 15.2%  

BHX is estimated to have higher selling expenses as a percentage of 

sales vs TGDD and DMX. 

G&A/revenue %  2.0% 2.0%   

EBIT margin  4.5% 4.7%   

NPAT-MI margin 3.4% 3.8%   

Effective tax rate  24.6% 20.0%   

Source: VCSC; (1) including DTSR stores  
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Valuation 

We value MWG using a sum-of-the-parts method, including (1) a five-year DCF for the mobile and 

consumer electronics businesses and (2) a nine-year DCF for the minimart business. We apply a higher 

cost of equity (20%) to the minimart business to reflect the high uncertainty of our long-term 

assumptions given that BHX remains in its early stages. Meanwhile, we do not employ a peer-based 

valuation for MWG owing to a limited comparable universe.  

In this report, we make the following adjustments to our valuation: 

- We roll over our TP to mid-2021 vs YE2020 in our previous report. 

- We apply our new house risk-free rate/equity risk premium of 3.9%/10.3% vs 4.5%/8.7% previously. 

- We raise our DCF beta for TGDD and DMX from 0.8 to 1.0, which we think more properly reflects the 

semi-discretionary nature of mobile phones and consumer electronics.  

- We remove our valuation discount of 30% to our DCF-derived estimated equity value of TGDD and 

DMX — which was to reflect the risk of worse-than-expected escalation of COVID-19 — now that 

Vietnam has successfully contained the community spread of COVID-19. 

Figure 4: Summary of VCSC’s valuation for MWG  

 Method Equity value (VND bn) Equity value/share (VND) 

TGDD & DMX DCF 58,481 129,121 

BHX DCF 16,017 35,364 

Target Price     164,500 

2020F PER at TP    20.2x 

2020F PER at TP (TGDD & DMX)  12.1x 

2021F PER at TP  14.7x 

2021F PER at TP (TGDD & DMX)  11.5x 

Source: VCSC 

Discounted Cash Flows – TGDD and DMX  

Figure 5: DCF Valuation  

Cost of Capital 
Previous 

Report 
Revised  FCFF (Five Year) – VND bn   

Beta 0.8 1.0   PV of Free Cash Flows 23,850 

Market Risk Premium % 8.7 10.3  PV of Terminal Val (1.5% g) 39,175 

Risk Free Rate % 4.5 3.9   PV of FCF and TV 63,025 

Cost of Equity % 11.5 14.2  + Cash & ST investments 7,073 

Cost of Debt % 8.0 5.0(1)   -  Debt -11,618 

Debt %  10 10  -  Minority Interest 0 

Equity % 90 90   Equity Value 58,481 

Corporate Tax Rate % 20 20  Shares (million) 452.9 

WACC % 11.0 13.2   Value per share, VND 129,121 

Source: VCSC (1) We lower our cost of debt for MWG to better reflect its short-term debt focus 

Figure 6: Cash flows (VND bn)  
 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 

Earnings before interest and tax  6,691 7,247 8,118 8,838 9,547 

- Tax -1,338 -1,449 -1,624 -1,768 -1,909 

+ Depreciation 1,421 1,492 1,325 961 711 

- Capex -1,500 -621 -278 -294 -305 

- Change in working cap 1,214 -1,314 -2,478 98 -174 

Free Cash Flow 6,489 5,354 5,063 7,836 7,870 

Present Value of FCF 6,099 4,447 3,715 5,081 4,508 

Cumulative PV of FCF 6,099 10,546 14,261 19,342 23,850 

Source: VCSC 
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Figure 7: Sensitivity analysis of our target price for MWG in relation to TGDD and DMX DCF’s 

WACC and terminal growth rate, ceteris paribus 
MWG Target 

Price (VND) 
 WACC 

Terminal growth 

(g) 

 12.2% 12.7% 13.2% 13.7% 14.2% 

0.5% 160,100 158,500 156,900 155,300 153,800 

1.0% 163,900 162,200 160,500 158,900 157,300 

1.5% 168,000 166,200 164,500 162,800 161,100 

2.0% 172,500 170,600 168,800 167,000 165,300 

2.5% 177,400 175,400 173,500 171,600 169,800 

Source: VCSC  

Discounted Cash Flows – BHX 

Figure 8: DCF Valuation  

Cost of Capital 
Previous 

Report 
Revised  FCFF (Five Year) – VND bn   

Beta NA NA   PV of Free Cash Flow 4,675 

Market Risk Premium % NA NA  PV of Terminal Val (5.0% g) 11,342 

Risk Free Rate % NA NA   PV of FCF and TV 16,017 

Cost of Equity % 20% 20%  + Cash & ST investments 0 

Cost of Debt % NA NA   -  Debt 0 

Debt %  NA NA  -  Minority Interest 0 

Equity % 100% 100%   Equity Value  16,017 

Corporate Tax Rate % 20% 20%  Shares (million) 452.9 

WACC % 20% 20%   Value per share, VND 35,364 

Source: VCSC  

Figure 9: Cash flows 

VND bn 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 2027F 2028F 

EBIT -1,131 7 1,005 2,308 4,156 6,107 7,300 8,511 9,523 

- Tax 0 0 0 -82 -831 -1,221 -1,460 -1,702 -1,905 

+ Depreciation 755 1,145 1,512 1,984 2,297 2,403 2,542 2,642 2,920 

- Capex   -2,660 -1,670 -2,783 -2,783 -2,783 -2,783 -2,783 -2,783 -2,783 

- WC increase -441 134 -173 -144 -141 -148 -141 -125 -123 

Free Cash Flow -3,476 -384 -439 1,284 2,697 4,358 5,457 6,542 7,632 

PV of FCF -3,174 -292 -278 678 1,187 1,599 1,668 1,667 1,620 

Cumulative PV of FCF -3,174 -3,466 -3,744 -3,066 -1,879 -280 1,388 3,055 4,675 

Source: VCSC 

Figure 10: Sensitivity analysis of our target price for MWG in relation to BHX DCF’s WACC 

and terminal growth rate, ceteris paribus  

MWG Target 
Price (VND) 

 WACC 

Terminal growth 
(g) 

 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 

3.0% 263,200 189,100 161,100 147,300 139,500 

4.0% 282,900 193,600 162,700 148,000 139,800 

5.0% 310,300 199,000 164,500 148,700 140,200 

6.0% 351,600 205,500 166,500 149,600 140,600 

7.0% 420,300 213,700 168,900 150,500 141,000 

Source: VCSC 
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Figure 11: VCSC's 2020-2028 forecasts for BHX 

VND bn  2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 2027F 2028F 

YE store count  1,900 2,500 3,500 4,500 5,500 6,500 7,500 8,500 9,500 

Revenue 25,059 41,139 57,205 78,046 99,265 121,583 140,592 159,321 177,757 

GPM 23.0% 25.5% 26.5% 27.5% 28.5% 29.0% 29.0% 29.0% 29.0% 

Gross profit 5,764 10,491 15,159 21,463 28,291 35,259 40,772 46,203 51,550 

Selling expenses -6,318 -9,578 -12,953 -17,594 -22,150 -26,720 -30,660 -34,506 -38,471 

% of revenue -25.2% -23.3% -22.6% -22.5% -22.3% -22.0% -21.8% -21.7% -21.6% 

G&A -576 -905 -1,201 -1,561 -1,985 -2,432 -2,812 -3,186 -3,555 

% of revenue -2.3% -2.2% -2.1% -2.0% -2.0% -2.0% -2.0% -2.0% -2.0% 

EBIT -1,131 7 1,005 2,308 4,156 6,107 7,300 8,511 9,523 

EBITDA -376 1,152 2,517 4,293 6,452 8,511 9,841 11,152 12,443 

Depreciation 755 1,145 1,512 1,984 2,297 2,403 2,542 2,642 2,920 

PBT -1,131 7 1,005 2,308 4,156 6,107 7,300 8,511 9,523 

NPAT -1,131 7 1,005 2,227 3,324 4,886 5,840 6,809 7,618 

NPAT margin -4.5% 0.0% 1.8% 2.9% 3.3% 4.0% 4.2% 4.3% 4.3% 

EBITDA margin -1.5% 2.8% 4.4% 5.5% 6.5% 7.0% 7.0% 7.0% 7.0% 

Source: VCSC 

 

 

Recommendation History  

Figure 12: Historical VCSC target price vs share price (VND, adjusted for stock splits)  

 

Source: Bloomberg, VCSC 
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Financial Statements 

P&L  (VND bn) 2019 2020F 2021F 2022F  B/S  (VND bn) 2019 2020F 2021F 2022F 

Revenue 102,174 109,271 136,455 158,544  Cash & equivalents 3,177 2,472 5,449 8,290 

 COGS -82,686 -85,955 -106,527 -122,704  ST investments 3,075 5,075 7,075 9,075 

Gross Profit 19,488 23,316 29,928 35,840  Accounts receivables 262 338 422 490 

 Sales & Marketing exp -12,437 -16,171 -20,730 -24,607  Inventories 25,745 20,928 25,250 32,241 

 General & Admin exp -2,074 -2,176 -2,716 -3,127  Other current assets 2,752 2,943 3,675 4,270 

Operating Profit  4,977 4,969 6,481 8,106  Total Current assets 35,012 31,756 41,871 54,366 

  Financial income 631 575 751 991  Fixed assets, gross 9,271 13,430 15,722 18,783 

  Financial expenses -570 -663 -705 -773  - Depreciation -3,780 -5,895 -8,471 -11,247 

   - o/w interest expense -568 -663 -705 -773  Fixed assets, net 5,491 7,536 7,251 7,536 

  Associates -3 -3 -3 -3  LT investments 56 56 56 56 

  Net other income/(loss) 19 20 25 29  LT assets other 1,149 1,149 1,149 1,149 

Profit before Tax 5,053 4,898 6,549 8,349  Total LT assets 6,696 8,741 8,456 8,741 

  Income Tax -1,217 -1,206 -1,308 -1,469  Total Assets 41,708 40,496 50,328 63,108 

NPAT before MI 3,836 3,692 5,241 6,880       

  Minority Interest -2 -2 -3 -3  Accounts payable 12,055 8,045 11,110 15,388 

NPAT less MI, reported  3,834 3,690 5,238 6,877  Short-term debt 13,031 12,224 13,481 16,194 

NPAT less MI, adjusted(1)  3,834 3,690 5,238 6,877  Other ST liabilities 3,356 3,589 4,482 5,207 

          Total current liabilities 28,442 23,858 29,073 36,789 

EBITDA 6,420 7,084 9,057 10,882  Long-term debt 1,122 1,248 1,248 0 

EPS reported, VND 8,657 8,147 11,229 14,506  Other LT liabilities 0 0 0 0 

EPS adjusted(1), VND 8,657 8,147 11,229 14,506  Total Liabilities 29,565 25,106 30,321 36,789 

EPS diluted, adj(1), VND 8,657 8,147 11,229 14,506       

DPS, VND 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500  Preferred equity 0 0 0 0 

DPS/EPS (%) 17% 18% 13% 10%  Paid-in capital 4,435 4,670 4,745 4,888 
(1)Adjusted for one-offs      Share premium 552 552 552 552 

RATIOS 2019 2020F 2021F 2022F  Retained earnings 7,150 10,160 14,699 20,865 

Growth      Other equity -1 -1 -1 -1 

Revenue growth 18.1% 6.9% 24.9% 16.2%  Minority interest 8 10 12 16 

Op profit (EBIT) growth  28.6% -0.2% 30.4% 25.1%  Total equity 12,144 15,390 20,007 26,318 

PBT growth  33.5% -3.1% 33.7% 27.5%  Liabilities & equity 41,708 40,496 50,328 63,108 

EPS growth, adjusted 29.6% -5.9% 37.8% 29.2%           

         Y/E shares out, mn 442.7 466.5 474.1 488.3 

Profitability      Y/E treasury shares, mn 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Gross Profit Margin  19.1% 21.3% 21.9% 22.6%  CASH FLOW  (VND bn) 2019 2020F 2021F 2022F 

Op Profit, (EBIT) Margin  4.9% 4.5% 4.7% 5.1%  Beginning Cash Balance 3,750 3,177 2,472 5,449 

EBITDA Margin  6.3% 6.5% 6.6% 6.9%  Net Income 3,834 3,690 5,238 6,877 

NPAT-MI Margin, adj,  3.8% 3.4% 3.8% 4.3%  Dep, & amortization 1,443 2,115 2,576 2,776 

ROE  36.3% 26.8% 29.6% 29.7%  Change in Working Cap -5,870 773 -1,180 -2,651 

ROA  11.0% 9.0% 11.5% 12.1%  Other adjustments -421 2 3 3 

      Cash from Operations -1,014 6,581 6,636 7,006 

Efficiency               

Days Inventory On Hand 95.3        99.1         79.1         85.5   Capital Expenditures, net -3,067 -4,160 -2,291 -3,061 

Days Accts, Receivable 1.1         1.0          1.0          1.0   Investments, net -3,023 -2,000 -2,000 -2,000 

Days Accts, Payable 40.7        45.2         31.5         37.3   Cash from Investments -6,090 -6,160 -4,291 -5,061 

Cash Conversion Days 55.7        54.9         48.6         49.3            

         Dividends Paid -658 -679 -700 -711 

Liquidity      ∆ in Share Capital 90 234 76 142 

Current Ratio x 1.2         1.3          1.4          1.5   ∆ in ST debt 7,234 -807 1,257 2,713 

Quick Ratio x 0.2         0.3          0.4          0.5   ∆ in LT debt -126 126 0 -1,248 

Cash Ratio x 0.2         0.3          0.4          0.5   Other financing C/F 0 0 0 0 

Debt / Assets  33.9% 33.3% 29.3% 25.7%  Cash from Financing 6,532 -1,126 633 896 

Debt / Capital  53.8% 46.7% 42.4% 38.1%       

Net Debt / Equity  65.1% 38.5% 11.0% -4.4%  Net Change in Cash -572 -706 2,978 2,841 

Interest Coverage x 8.8         7.5          9.2         10.5   Ending Cash Balance 3,177 2,472 5,449 8,290 

Source: Company data, VCSC  

http://www.vcsc.com.vn/
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VCSC Rating System 

Stock ratings are set based on projected total shareholder return (TSR), defined as (target price – current price)/current 

price + dividend yield, and are not related to market performance. 

Equity rating key Definition 

BUY If the projected TSR is 20% or higher 

OUTPERFORM If the projected TSR is between 10% and 20% 

MARKET PERFORM If the projected TSR is between -10% and 10% 

UNDERPERFORM If the projected TSR is between -10% and -20% 

SELL If the projected TSR is -20% or lower 

NOT RATED 

The company is or may be covered by the Research Department but no rating or target 

price is assigned either voluntarily or to comply with applicable regulation and/or firm 

policies in certain circumstances, including when VCSC is acting in an advisory capacity in 

a merger or strategic transaction involving the company. 

RATING SUSPENDED, 

COVERAGE 

TERMINATED 

A rating may be suspended, or coverage terminated, if fundamental information is deemed 

insufficient to determine a target price or investment rating or due to a reallocation of 

research resources. Any previous investment rating and target price are no longer in effect. 

Unless otherwise specified, these performance parameters are set with a 12-month horizon. Movement in share prices may 

cause a temporary mismatch between the latest published rating and projected TSR for a stock based on its market price 

and the latest published target price.  

Target prices are generally based on the analyst's assessment of the stock’s fair value over a 12-month horizon. However, 

the target price may differ from the analyst’s fair value if the analyst believes that the market will not price the stock in line 

with assessed fair value over the specified time horizon. 

Risks: Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely 

affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For investment advice, trade 

execution or other enquiries, clients should contact their local sales representative. 
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Disclaimer 

Analyst Certification of Independence 

I, Phap Dang, hereby certify that the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the subject securities or issuers. 

I also certify that no part of my compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed 

in this report. The equity research analysts responsible for the preparation of this report receive compensation based upon various factors, 

including the quality and accuracy of research, client feedback, competitive factors, and overall firm revenues, which include revenues from, 

among other business units, Institutional Equities and Investment Banking. 

VCSC and its officers, directors and employees may have positions in any securities mentioned in this document (or in any  related investment) 

and may from time to time add to or dispose of any such securities (or investment).VCSC may have, within the last three years, served as 

manager or co-manager of a public offering of securities for, or currently may make a primary market in issues of, any or all of the entities 

mentioned in this report or may be providing, or have provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice or investment services in 

relation to the investment concerned or a related investment. 

Copyright 2013 Viet Capital Securities Company “VCSC”. All rights reserved. This report has been prepared on the basis of information believed 

to be reliable at the time of publication. VCSC makes no representation or warranty regarding the completeness and accuracy of such 

information. Opinions, estimates and projection expressed in this report represent the current views of the author at the date of publication 

only. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of VCSC and are subject to change without notice. This report is provided, for information 

purposes only, to institutional investors and retail clients of VCSC in Vietnam and overseas in accordance to relevant laws and regulations 

explicit to the country where this report is distributed, and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities discussed 

herein in any jurisdiction. Investors must make their investment decisions based upon independent advice subject to their particular financial 

situation and investment objectives. This report may not be copied, reproduced, published or redistributed by any person for any purpose 

without the written permission of an authorized representative of VCSC. Please cite sources when quoting. 

U.K. and European Economic Area (EEA): Unless specified to the contrary, issued and approved for distribution in the U.K. and the EEA by 

VCSC issued by VCSC has been prepared in accordance with VCSC’s policies for managing conflicts of interest arising as a result of publication 

and distribution of investment research. Many European regulators require a firm to establish, implement and maintain such a policy. This 

report has been issued in the U.K. only to persons of a kind described in Article 19 (5), 38, 47 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets 

Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons being referred to as "relevant persons"). This document must not be acted on or 

relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to 

relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. In other EEA countries, the report has been issued to persons regarded 

as professional investors (or equivalent) in their home jurisdiction. Australia: This material is issued and distributed by VCSC in Australia to 

"wholesale clients" only. VCSC does not issue or distribute this material to "retail clients". The recipient of this material must not distribute it to 

any third party or outside Australia without the prior written consent of VCSC. For the purposes of this paragraph the terms "wholesale client" 

and "retail client" have the meanings given to them in section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. Hong Kong: The 1% ownership disclosure 

as of the previous month end satisfies the requirements under Paragraph 16.5(a) of the Hong Kong Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by 

or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission. (For research published within the first ten days of the month, the disclosure may 

be based on the month end data from two months prior.) Japan: There is a risk that a loss may occur due to a change in the price of the shares 

in the case of share trading, and that a loss may occur due to the exchange rate in the case of foreign share trading. In the case of share 

trading, VCSC will be receiving a brokerage fee and consumption tax (shouhizei) calculated by multiplying the executed price by the commission 

rate which was individually agreed between VCSC and the customer in advance. Korea: This report may have been edited or contributed to 

from time to time by affiliates of VCSC. Singapore: VCSC and/or its affiliates may have a holding in any of the securities discussed in this 

report; for securities where the holding is 1% or greater, the specific holding is disclosed in the Important Disclosures section above. India: For 

private circulation only, not for sale. Pakistan: For private circulation only, not for sale. New Zealand: This material is issued and distributed 

by VCSC in New Zealand only to persons whose principal business is the investment of money or who, in the course of and for the purposes 

of their business, habitually invest money. VCSC does not issue or distribute this material to members of "the public" as determined in 

accordance with section 3 of the Securities Act 1978. The recipient of this material must not distribute it to any third party or outside New 

Zealand without the prior written consent of VCSC. Canada: The information contained herein is not, and under no circumstances is to be 

construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described herein, or solicitation of an offer to buy 

securities described herein, in Canada or any province or territory thereof. Any offer or sale of the securities described herein in Canada will 

be made only under an exemption from the requirements to file a prospectus with the relevant Canadian securities regulators and only by a 

dealer properly registered under applicable securities laws or, alternatively, pursuant to an exemption from the dealer registration requirement 

in the relevant province or territory of Canada in which such offer or sale is made. The information contained herein is under no circumstances 

to be construed as investment advice in any province or territory of Canada and is not tailored to the needs of the recipient. To the extent that 

the information contained herein references securities of an issuer incorporated, formed or created under the laws of Canada or a province or 

territory of Canada, any trades in such securities must be conducted through a dealer registered in Canada. No securities commission or similar 

regulatory authority in Canada has reviewed or in any way passed judgment upon these materials, the information contained herein or the 

merits of the securities described herein, and any representation to the contrary is an offence. Dubai: This report has been issued to persons 

regarded as professional clients as defined under the DFSA rules. United States: This research report prepared by VCSC is distributed in the 

United States to Major US Institutional Investors (as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) only by 

Decker&Co, LLC, a broker-dealer registered in the US (registered under Section 15 of Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended). All 

responsibility for the distribution of this report by Decker&Co, LLC in the US shall be borne by Decker&Co, LLC. All resulting transactions by a 

US person or entity should be effected through a registered broker-dealer in the US. This report is not directed at you if VCSC Broker or 

Decker&Co, LLC is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or regulation in any jurisdiction from making it available to you. You should satisfy 

yourself before reading it that Decker&Co, LLC and VCSC is permitted to provide research material concerning investment to you under 

relevant legislation and regulations. 
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Contacts  
  

Corporate    

www.vcsc.com.vn    

Head Office  Hanoi Branch  

Bitexco Financial Tower, 2 Hai Trieu Street  109 Tran Hung Dao  

District 1, HCMC  Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi  

+84 28 3914 3588  +84 24 6262 6999  

    

Transaction Office  Transaction Office  

10 Nguyen Hue Street  236-238 Nguyen Cong Tru Street  

District 1, HCMC  District 1, HCMC  

+84 28 3914 3588  +84 28 3914 3588  

    

Research    

Research Team: +84 28 3914 3588  Alastair Macdonald, Head of Research, ext 105  

research@vcsc.com.vn  alastair.macdonald@vcsc.com.vn  

    

Banks, Securities and Insurance  Macro  

Long Ngo, Associate Director, ext 123  - Luong Hoang, Senior Analyst, ext 364  

- Nghia Dien, Senior Analyst, ext 138  - Nguyen Truong, Analyst, ext 132  

- Anh Dinh, Analyst, ext 139    

- Truc Ngo, Analyst, ext 116    

    

Consumer and Pharma  Oil & Gas and Power  

Phap Dang, Associate Director, ext 143  Duong Dinh, Senior Manager, ext 140  

 - Ha Dao, Analyst, ext 194  - Tram Ngo, Senior Analyst, ext 135  

 - Vinh Bui, Analyst, ext 191  - Nghia Le, Analyst, ext 181  

 - Son Tran, Analyst, ext 185 - Duc Le, Analyst, ext 196  

    

Real Estate, Construction and Materials  Industrials and Transportation  

Hong Luu, Senior Manager, ext 120  - Nam Hoang, Senior Analyst, ext 124  

 - Vy Nguyen, Senior Analyst, ext 147  - Dang Thai, Analyst, ext 149  

 - Duc Pham, Analyst, ext 174    

     

Retail Client Research    

Duc Vu, Senior Manager, ext 363    

- Huy Nguyen, Analyst, ext 173    
- Trung Nguyen, Analyst, ext 129  
    

Institutional Sales and Brokerage  Retail & Corporate Brokerage  
& Foreign Individuals  Ho Chi Minh & Hanoi  

Dung Nguyen  Quynh Chau  

+84 28 3914 3588, ext 136  +84 28 3914 3588, ext 222  

dung.nguyen@vcsc.com.vn  quynh.chau@vcsc.com.vn  
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